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 This thesis intends to explore and analyze 
the environmental, spatial, and architectural 
characteristics found within the timeless imaginary 
locations of children’s literature. Through tapping 
into these magnificent stories that are waiting 
to be imagined, visualized, and built, fresh and 
new learning environments can be created that 
flourish creativity and promote individuality. 
 By translating the synergistic connection 
between a child and his/her favorite picture book 
and into the architecture of a space for learning, 
these narrative driven designs can render the 
wonderful and dreamy landscapes of fictional worlds 
in an unconventional way. Although merely stories 
and pictures, these famous works of literature and 
illustration are proverbial to children. By exploring 
the intimate relationships between the memorable 
structures of literature and the imaginative realm of 
architecture, a learning environment that intertwines 
children, teenagers, and adults can be designed.

Timeline: what, why, how
02
1760
 Once upon a time, during the Industrial 
Revolution (late 1700s), the public education system in 
the United States was established. The new cultural 
shift of the time dictated the architectural design of 
those schools
windowless 
rooms
ringing bells
orthagonal 
organization
separate 
facilities
 They called to mind factory architecture as well 
as production line mentality, through the incorporation 
of certain elements such as windowless rooms, ringing 
bells, orthogonal organization, separate facilities, and 
compartmentalized planning into the architecture 
 All of this was in an effort to produce little 
workers, to eventually become the engineers, 
technicians, miners, and factory workers of…back 
then… the new age
WWI
 Following the Industrial Revolution, historical 
events such as World War I...
WWII
World War II...
and the Baby Boom generation, brought the demand 
for the promotion of more liberal views for the 
abundance of new babies that were born, this leading 
to reformations of educational architecture
montessori
waldorf
emilia
 Ideologies were established like those of Maria 
Montessori who designed The Montessori School 
(1897), Rudolf Steiner who established The Waldorf 
School (1907), and Loris Malaguzzi who coined the 
Reggio Emilia Approach (1960) The design of these 
schools, pedagogically as well as architecturally, were 
progressive for the time. The pedagogical approaches 
actually acknowledged and took advantage of 
architecture, recognizing that design is an additional 
powerful and refined teacher
montessori
tactile & kinesthetic scaled down exposed structure
 Montessori Schools, they focus on a 
multisensory approach to architecture, incorporating 
tactile and kinesthetic elements to the floors, walls, 
and ceilings. The windows and furniture are scaled 
down to the proportions of a child. The structure is 
exposed to serve as learning tool, for example a glass 
elevator that reveals all the parts and gears would 
teach the children about physics and mechanics
waldorf
nature & cosmos organic shapes & forms spiritually alive
 Waldorf Schools focus on connecting and 
collaborating the children with nature and the 
cosmos. Rudolf Steiner imposed his Anthroposophist 
spiritual beliefs onto his learning approach, thus 
the architecture of Waldorf Schools are meant to be 
spiritually alive, with organic shapes and forms, and 
no right angles
emilia
natural ventilation 
& materials
natural lighting pacifist environment
 The Reggio Emilia approach, which supports 
natural lighting, natural ventilation, and natural 
materials. The architecture of this school system is 
intended to be harmonious and balanced, creating 
nonviolent, calm, and pacifist environments. 
bronxdale elementary
samuel dixon
elementary
ps 106
kermit elementary
Early 
childhood
center
 Unfortunately, the Reggio Emilia Approach was 
the last attempt at a larger scale that reformed the 
design towards a learning atmosphere. It seems like 
the clock has stopped since 1960’s for these kinds of 
private schools and it stopped even earlier for a lot 
more public schools that are now 80 years or older
 This is evident when looking at public schools 
throughout the country like Bronxdale Elementary, 
Samuel Dixon Elementary and PS 106
factory educat ion
early ch ildhood center
staten island ,  new york |  2002 |  70  students
ps 106
rockaway queens ,  new york |  1931  |  210  students
samuel  d ixon elementary
detroit,  mich igan |  1930 |  400  students
bronxdale  elementary
bronx ,  new york |  1930 |  200  students
kermit  elementary
kerimit,  texas |  1928 |  150  students
samuel  d ixon elementary |  detroit,  mich igan |  1930 |  400  students
ps 106 |  rockaway queens ,  new york |  1931  |  210  students
long dead end corridors
3 classrooms per floor; 6 total
2 common spaces
14 classrooms total
14 classrooms total
2 toilets total in building
trailer used as classroom
abandoned building
• Small windows
• Windowless rooms
• Low ceilings 
• Control C – Control    
 V Type of Assembly
• Narrow corridors
• No access to outdoors
• deteriorating      
 structures/materials
• Lack of flexibility    
 (in furniture, spaces,   
 programmatically)
• Predictable structure
  • Concrete walls,   
   lockers along    
   hallways
  • Stucco ceiling
  • Beige coloring
• Neutral palettes
• Compartmentalized    
 rooms
• unwelcoming entrances
• limited facilities     
 (bathrooms, cafeteria,   
 gymnasium, etc.)
• Poor acoustics
• Inadequate circulation   
 spaces
• No daylight
• one size fits all
• Inadequate ventilation
• Glare on sunny days
• Rooms are usually    
 800 sf 
• Flat-pack approach
Low ceilings control c - control v construction
Low ceilings no windows
poor acoustics
compartmentalized rooms
one size fits all unwelcoming entrances
no daylight
limited facilities
narrow corridors deteriorating structures
spatial 
qualities
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ps 106
 PS 106 is a public school located in Far Rockaway, Queens, New York City. The school was built in 1931, 
and due to its lack of maintenance an  upkeep s nce then, the b ilding is deteriorating and the concrete is 
cracking. 
 On the same plot of land, there is an abandoned and dwindling shed, as well as a trailer that is used 
as kindergarten classrooms, because there are not enough rooms in the mai  buil ing. There are only 10 
classes that are merely stacked one on top of the other, meant for 210 students, as well as only 2 toilets 
for the entire school. The building is lacking certain facilities imperative for a learning environment. For 
instance, there is no gymnasium, no art facility, no cafeteria, and no common spaces or gathering rooms. 
What appears to be a playground is simply a concrete black top
fuji 
kindergarten tromso kindergarten
kensington 
international
kindergarten
leimondo nursery school
forfatterhuset kindergarten  On the other end of the spectrum are the 
schools that use Montessori, Waldorf or Region Emilia 
as their pedagogical and architectural approach 
design. Like Tromso Kindergarten, Fuji kindergarten 
and Kensington International School
didact ic  educat ion
fuji  k indergarten
tokyo ,  japan |  2007 |  530 students
tromso,  k indergarten
tromso,  norway |  2006 |  70  students
le imondo nursery school
nagahama,  japan |  2010  |  80  students
kens ington international  k indergarten
bangkok ,  tha iland |  2012  |  ?  students
forfatterhuset k indergarten
copenhagen ,  denmark |  2014  |  160  students
tromso k indergarten |  tromso,  norway |  2006 |  70  students
le imondo nursery school  |  nagahama,  japan |  2010  |  80  students
• Center of community
• effective use ofDay  
 light
• Natural ventilation
• Low-maintenance
• natural Shading from  
 trees
• Indoor/ outdoor    
 relationship
• Security
• Dynamic ceilings/walls
• Diverse in materiality
• Developed and     
 advanced acoustics
• Flexible/ inter    
 changeable furniture
• edible Gardens
• Play facilities
• Working sewage    
 system
• Structural elements  
 exposed
• Exhibition-like    
 qualities
• Impervious surfaces
• Scaled down for kids
• Rain water collection
• Multisensorical ma  
 terials (floors and   
 walls)
• Varying heights and   
 slopes
• Visual complexity
• Spectrum of plant   
 types
• Glass roof
• Concentration of a   
 city
• separate units create  
 connected clusters
• Adaptable rooms
• Small niches
rain water collection separate units create connected clusters
flexible furniture dynamic ceilings/walls
adaptable rooms
scaled down for kidsvisual complexity
effective use of daylight
structural elements exposededible gardens
natural shading from treesnatural ventilation
spatial 
qualities
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tromso kindergarten
 Tromso Kindergarten is a Waldorf school in Tromso, Norway. Because it is Waldorf it emphasizes on 
art, kitchen, play and student interaction. The design based on multifunctionality is split into four base units 
that are meant for groups of children that disregarding their age. 
 Throughout you encounter little nooks in the walls, and movable furniture that allows the kids to climb, 
draw and even have their own puppet shows.  The facility has spaces of varying sizes, heights, shapes and 
colors. There are outdoor bed pods for kids to nap outside and the further you walk towards the playground 
the organization of the space and formal elements become more and more organic. The whole environment 
consistently invigorates play
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exposed structure play facilities adaptable rooms
daylight edible ga
So, having looked at didactic schools like Tromso we 
began o break down the spatial qualities that made 
those schools didactic. 
• Edible gardens
• Exposed structure
• Adaptable rooms
• Effective use of daylight
• Play facilities
US
montessori
waldorf
emilia
 Those spatial qualities reflect upon valuable 
design methods implemented in the Montessori, 
Waldorf and Reggio Emilia designs.
 We began to think of them not as precedents 
but as our “co-worker,” not imitating but working 
alongside them.  We want, at a smaller scale, to propose 
a projective unconventional learning environment
?    How?
 By tapping into 
the fantastical lands 
of children’s literature, 
realizing that those same 
spatial qualities found 
within “didactic schools” 
are actually evident in 
the books in an extreme 
imaginative way that we 
want to utilize as our 
method for designing 
a new type of learning 
environment. A learning 
environment that goes 
beyond being solely a 
school, and begins to 
intertwine children, 
adults, teenagers… people 
of all ages together 
while keeping children’s 
education in its core
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• Control C – Control    
 V Type of Assembly
• Narrow corridors
• No access to outdoors
• deteriorating      
 structures/materials
• Lack of flexibility    
 (in furniture, spaces,   
 programmatically)
• Predictable structure
  • Concrete walls,   
   lockers along    
   hallways
  • Stucco ceiling
  • Beige coloring
• Neutral palettes
• Compartmentalized    
 rooms
• unwelcoming entrances
• limited facilities     
 (bathrooms, cafeteria,   
 gymnasium, etc.)
• Poor acoustics
• Inadequate circulation   
 spaces
• No daylight
• one size fits all
• Inadequate ventilation
• Glare on sunny days
• Rooms are usually    
 800 sf 
• Flat-pack approach
Low ceilings control c - control v construction
Low ceilings no windows
poor acoustics
compartmentalized rooms
one size fits all unwelcoming entrances
no daylight
limited facilities
narrow corridors deteriorating structures
spatial 
qualities
early childhood center
ps106
samuel dixon elementary
bronxdale elementary
kermit elementary
01
02
03
04
05
04
05
PS106

SAMUEL DIXON ELEMENTARY
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DIDACTIVE schools
01
02
03
FUJI KINDERGARTEN
TROMSO KINDERGARTEN
LEIMONDO NURSERY SCHOOL
KENSINGTON INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN
FORFATTERHUSET KINDERGARTEN
01
02
03
04
05
04
05
TROMSO KINDERGARTEN

leimondo nursery school


spatial qualities
conventional schools05
Low ceilings
limited facilities
compartmentalized rooms
unwelcoming entrances
no windows
narrow corridors
poor acoustics
no daylight
control c - control v construction
one size fits all
deteriorating structures
inadequate ventilation
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spatial qualities
didactic schools
separate units create connected clusters
edible gardens
dynamic ceilings/walls
natural shading from trees
scaled down for kids
water interaction
effective use of daylight
flexible furniture
adaptable rooms
structural elements exposed
natural ventilation
visual complexity
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wonderland


green eggs and ham the little prince
charlie and the 
chocolate factory
alice in wonderland
the tale of peter rabbit the secret garden
wizard of oz where the wild things are
the little mermaid the pokey little puppy
alexander the terrible, 
horrible, no good, very bad day
the cat in the hat
oh, the places you’ll go! the giving tree
goodnight moon thumbelina
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DETAIL SECTIONS
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
alice in wonderland | lewis carroll | 1865
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WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE
where the wild things are | maurice sendak | 1963
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OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO!
oh, the places you’ll go | dr. seuss | 1990
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spatial qualities
CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
a. continuous circulation
circulation routes that encourage constant 
movement and neglect dead end corridors
j. water play
water play is built in the space, promoting social 
interaction, physical exercise, and play
k. fantastical
surreal environments that contain warm and 
vibrant hues, abstract shapes, nonsensical 
scenes, and spontaneity...similar to that of a 
kandinsy painting
l. organic terrain
the existing natural environment is used as an 
extension to 
m. child’s scale
furniture, walls, windows, and doors are scaled 
down to relate to the proportions of children, 
providing a sense of control and familiarity
n. transparency
a play on materials that link spaces and flows 
of people through visual complexity
o. indoors and outdoors
indoors and outdoors intertwine to create a 
seamless transition
p. didactic furniture
didactic furniture, whether big or small, that 
enables flexibility depending on one’s needs
q. private niches
tiny niches nestled within spaces for private 
one-on-one time
r. playground
play spaces where jumping, climbing, and rolling 
provide exercise and imaginative development
s. flexible spaces
flexible environments that move, transform, 
and adjust
b. private to public spaces
smooth transitions between public and private
t. wayfinding
wayfinding circulation that follows a 
consistent path, and sometimes arriving at a 
beacon
u. material diversity
assortments of materials and colors that 
inspire tactile and kinesthetic learning
v. tiny city
architecture that is suggestive of a miniature 
city, with elements such as: the home, the street, 
the office, the museum, the library, etc
w. no heirarchy
heirarchy is disregarded and importance is 
disperse to all spaces and people
x. open hearth
rooms with unoccupied centers for specific 
events and activites
y. daylighting
natural light is used in most areas
z. diversity of nature
gardens that cultivate several types of plants, 
flowers, and forms of nature
c. cross programming
areas that accomodate multiple neccessities 
and unify several different programs
d. small to large spaces
a network of spaces that transform from 
large to small, and small to large
e. porous architecture
creative spaces that hurl us together, fostering 
interaction and giving people a place to talk, 
thus allowing the human friction to spark
f. exposed structure
exposed structure promotes the observation of 
parts in motion and parts to whole
g. gathering spaces
spaces constructed for togetherness and group 
interaction
h. edible gardens
edible gardens provide knowledge regarding 
local foods, plant life, growth, and 
sustainability through a hands-on relationship
i. technology
interaction through technology that goes 
beyond being an accessory and becomes a part 
of the environment

abc’s
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AAROUND & AROUNDCirculation routes that encourage constant movement and neglect dead end corridors

BBREEZE IN, BUST OUTSmooth transitions between public and private spaces

CCRISS CROSSAreas that accomodate multiple necessities and unify several different programs

DDOWNSIZE, UPSIZE, EVERY SIZEA network of spaces that transform from large to small

EENTER HERE, HANGOUT THERECreative spaces that hurl us together, fostering interaction and giving people a place to talk, thus allowing the human friction to spark

FFRONT AND CENTERExposed structure promotes the observation of parts in motion and  parts to whole

GGATHER AROUND, GATHER AROUNDSpaces constructed for togetherness and group interaction 

HHAPPY TUMMY, HAPPY MINDEdible gardens provide knowledge regarding local foods, plant life, growth, and sustainability through a hands-on relationship

IIS THERE WI-FI HERE?Interaction through technology that goes beyond being an accessory and becomes part a of the environment

JJUMP IN!Water play is built in the space, promoting social interaction, physical exercise, and play

KKAN WE GO IN THERE?Fantastical and surreal environments, that contain warm and vibrant hues, abstract shapes, nonsensical scenes, and spontaneity... similar to that of a Kandinsky painting

LLET’S TAKE A HIKEThe existing natural environment is used as an extension to enhance the built area

MMINI MEFurniture, walls, windows, and doors are scaled down to relate to the proportions of children, providing a sense of control and familiarity

NNOW YOU SEE ME...A play on materials that link spaces and flows of people through visual complexity

OOUTSIDE INIndoors and outdoors intertwine to create a seamless transition

PPUT ME TOGETHER, PULL ME APARTDidactic furniture, whether big or small, that enables flexibility, depending on one’s needs

QQUIET!Tiny niches nestled within spaces for private or one-on-one time

RREADY OR NOT, HERE I COME!Play spaces where jumping, climbing and rolling provide exercise and imaginative development

SSHAPE SHIFTERFlexible environments that move, transform, and adjust

TTHIS WAY, THAT WAY, WHICH WAYWayfinding circulation that follows a consistent path and sometimes arriving at a Beacon

UUSE THIS ONE & THIS ONE, NO THAT ONEAssortments of materials and colors that inspire tactile and kinesthetic learning

VVARY CITYArchitecture that is suggestive of a miniature city, with elements such as: the home, the street, the office, the museum, the library, etc

WWHO’S IN CHARGE HERE?Hierarchy is disregarded and  importance is dispersed to all spaces and people 

XX MARKS THE SPOTRooms have unoccupied centers for specific events and activities

YYOU ARE MY SUNSHINENatural light is used in most spaces 

ZZILLION, MILLION TYPES OF VERMILIONGardens that cultivate several types of plants, flowers and forms of nature


our wonderland
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concept models
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PRECEDENT STUDIES
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the metropolitan museum of art 
calvert vaux | 1871
new york, new york
• The museum is the largest art museum in the 
United States and among the most visited art 
museums in the world. 
• The wings that completed the Fifth Avenue fa-
cade in the 1910s were designed by the firm 
of McKim, Mead & White. The modernistic glass 
sides and rear of the museum are the work of 
Roche-Dinkeloo. Kevin Roche has been the ar-
chitect for the master plan and expansion of the 
museum for the past 42 years. He is responsi-
ble for designing all of its new wings and reno-
vations including but not limited to the American 
Wing, Greek and Roman Court, and recently 
opened Islamic Wing.
• As of 2010, the Met measures almost 1/4-mile 
(400 m) long and with more than 2,000,000 
square feet (190,000 m2) of floor space, 
more than 20 times the size of the original 
1880 building. The museum building is an ac-
cretion of over 20 structures, most of which are 
not visible from the exterior. The City of New 
York owns the museum building and contributes 
utilities, heat, and some of the cost of guard-
ianship.
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strong national museum of play
cjs architects | 2006
rochester, new york
• The Strong is a highly interactive, collec-
tions-based museum devoted to the history and 
exploration of play. It is one of the largest history 
museums in the United States and one of the 
leading museums serving families.
• In 2002, The Strong acquired the National Toy 
Hall of Fame from A. C. Gilbert’s Discovery Vil-
lage in Salem, Oregon. The next year, following 
additional market studies, extensive scholarly and 
institutional research, and rigorous programmatic 
and financial planning, the museum determined 
to concentrate fully on its core collections of 
toys, dolls, and other artifacts of play and refined 
its mission accordingly.
• In 2010 the museum rebranded as The Strong, 
encompassing 100,000 square feet of exhibi-
tions; a wide array of public, school, and other 
programs and activities; and the International 
Center for the History of Electronic Games, the 
National Toy Hall of Fame, the Brian Sut-
ton-Smith Library and Archives of Play, the 
Woodbury School, and the American Journal of 
Play. 
• The renovation is designed after children’s build-
ing blocks.
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round tower
christian longomontanus | 1657
copenhagen, denmark
• Serves as an observation tower for expansive 
views of Copenhagen, a public astronomical 
observatory and a historical monument. In the 
same time the Library Hall Serves as an obser-
vation tower for expansive views of Copenhagen, 
a public astronomical observatory and a historical 
monument. In the same time the Library Hall
• Multiple programs allocated within the structure, 
of both science and arts. Perfect case of oppo-
sites attract. 
• Within it the most notable feature is its’ 7.5-turn 
helical corridor leading the top with breathtaking 
views of Copenhagen.
• The ramp turns 7.5 times around the hollow 
masonry core of the tower before reaching the 
observation deck and observatory at the top, on 
the way also affording access to the Library Hall 
as well as the Ringer’s Loft. 
• This design was chosen to allow a horse and 
carriage to reach the library, moving books in 
and out of the library as well as transporting 
heavy and sensitive instruments to the obser-
vatory.
• 
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liberty science center 
verner johnson | 1993
liberty state park, new jersey
• The prominent site is highly visible from lower 
Manhattan, the New Jersey Turnpike, and ex-
cursion boats traveling to and from Manhattan 
to the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island. This 
173,000 sq.ft. science center houses 60,000 
sq.ft. of “hands-on” science exhibits, a 400-
seat Omnimax Theater (the largest in the United 
States), a 300-seat Science Theater/Auditori-
um, and a 3-D Laser Show. Observation decks 
offer spectacular 360-degree views of lower 
Manhattan.
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children’s museum of the arts
work ac | 2011
new york, new york
• The spaces are organized around a large central 
gallery that gives CMA a new major exhibition 
and event space. Around the “white boxes” 
of the gallery and classrooms smaller spaces 
are transformed into highly specific ‘moments’ 
through a “color wheel” that identifies the differ-
ent programs. 
• The existing configuration of the space, an old 
loading dock, is used to organize the different 
flows of people. Upon entering the museum, the 
‘7 and up’ kids can access the large multipur-
pose art gallery on the upper level, along with 
the classrooms, art studios and media lab. The 
claymation-oriented media lab’s vestibule is the 
“clay bar” –where a bartender will serve model-
ing clay to kids. 
• At the lower level, the younger kids and their 
parents go through the “stroller parking garage” 
to the Wee Arts studio. Dedicated to toddlers, 
it includes a brightly colored upholstered “quiet 
room”. Spanning above the entrance, and part 
of the color band, a bridge features graffiti art 
and links to the museum’s famous Ball Pond; 
a green circular structure highly visible to the 
entrance and the outside.  
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springville city public library
jrca architects | 2011
springville city, utah
• Springville Library was housed in an old, under-
sized 1960s building. The architects worked with 
the City’s library director and staff to develop 
plans and renderings for a new state-of-the-art, 
49,603 sq. ft. library facility. 
• The architects that renovated the library used 
various colors on the walls, floors, and furniture 
to give life to the space.
• Mobiles and cieling decorations were added to 
the renovation 
• Mobiles and cieling ornamentation allow for visual 
stimulation, allow for children to develop motor 
skills, create relaxation and sound stimulation, 
and can also be used for educational benefits. 
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seattle public library
oma + lmn | 2004
seattle, washington
• “It’s the new program relations, that make of this 
more than a mere library, but an enhaced public 
space around knowledge” - OMA. 
• The Seattle Central Library redefines the library 
as an institution no longer exclusively dedicated 
to the book, but as an information store where 
all potent forms of media—new and old—are pre-
sented equally and legibly. 
• In an age where information can be accessed 
anywhere, it is the simultaneity of all media and, 
more importantly, the curatorship of their content 
that will make the library vital.
• The library cultivates a more refined approach by 
organizing itself into spatial compartments, each 
dedicated to, and equipped for, specific duties. 
Tailored flexibility remains possible within each 
compartment, but without the threat of one sec-
tion hindering the others.
• Each platform is a programmatic cluster that is 
architecturally defined and equipped for maximum, 
dedicated performance. Because each platform is 
designed for a unique purpose, their size, flexi-
bility, circulation, palette, and structure vary. 
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panorama house
moon hoon | 2011
chungbuk, south korea
• The first, and the most important thing the 
teachers wanted in their new home was a place 
where their kids could play, read and study. 
They wanted lower floors for the kids and upper 
for themselves.
• The basic request of upper and lower spatial 
organization and the shape of the site promted 
a long and thin house with fluctuating facade 
which would allow for more differentiated view. 
The key was coming up with a multi_functional 
space, which  is a large staircase, bookshelves, 
casual reading space, home cinema, slide, etc.
• The multi-use stair and slide space brings much 
active energy to the house, especially for the 
children to play on. 
• The fluctuating facade is accentuated by mir-
rored bottom and top angles. It can create and 
interesting illusion when looked at with some 
concentration. 
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musashino art university library
sou fujimoto | 2010
tokyo, japan
• the Musashino Art University Museum & Library 
proposes a new relation between the user and 
the books, surrounded and sheltered by them  
• The architect imagined books and bookshelves in 
a light atmosphere
• He wanted to design a place encircled by a 
single bookshelf, in the form of a spiral 
• The domain encased within the infinite spiral 
itself is the library. An infinite forest of books 
is created from the layering of 9m high walls, 
punctuated by large apertures. 
• This spiral sequence of the bookshelf continues, 
eventually wrapping the periphery of the site as 
the external wall to allow the external appear-
ance of the building to share the same elemental 
composition of the bookshelf as the library.
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farbÜcherei mobile library
[unknown] | 2014
hanover, germany
•  Mobile libraries are often used to provide li-
brary services to villages and city suburbs that 
have no library buildings. They can also service 
groups or individuals who have difficulty access-
ing libraries, for example, occupants of retirement 
homes. As well as regular books, a bookmobile 
might also carry large print books, audiobooks, 
other media, IT equipment, and Internet access. 
• Bookmobiles are still in use, operated by librar-
ies, schools, activists, and other organizations. 
Although some feel the bookmobile is an out-
moded service, giving reasons like high costs, 
advanced technology, impracticality, and ineffec-
tiveness, others cite the ability of the book-
mobile to be more cost-efficient than building 
more branch libraries would be and its high use 
among its patrons as support for its continuation.
• To meet the growing demand for “greener” book-
mobiles that deliver outreach services to their 
patrons, some bookmobile manufacturers have 
introduced significant advances to reduce their 
carbon footprint, such as solar/battery solutions 
in lieu of traditional generators, and all-electric 
and hybrid-electric chassis.
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open air library
karo architekten | 2009
magdeburg, germany
• The open air library was established in an aban-
doned district centre in East Germany as a pub-
lic intervention that used beer crates as building 
material. 
• The residents took over the site of the tempo-
rary project and opened up an informal district 
library near the site which now offers more than 
20,000 books 
• The outdoor and public venue space allows for 
festivals with poetry slams and readings, to pro-
mote the literary arts.
• There is a miniature reading cafe, and you do 
not need any registration. The library uses the 
“honor system,” and you can just take a book 
whenever you want and put it back whenever 
you want. 
• The library is open 24 hours a day.
• As another communal function a stage is in-
cluded. This is used by the elementary school 
for theatre plays, as well as for public readings, 
for concert-gigs of local youth bands and other 
cultural and communal events.
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tivoli gardens
georg carstense | 1843
copenhagen, denmark
• The second oldest amusement park in Europe.
• Originally part of Copenhagen’s fortifications, in 
1841 it was converted into an amusement park 
and pleasure garden by King Christian VIII in 
hopes of providing his subjects with a wealth of 
entertainment and fun.
• Brings forward fantastical quirky and surreal 
structures. All providing some sort of play for all 
visitors of all ages. 
• The variety of the program enables for the lo-
cation to cater to multiple audiences. From food, 
to arts, to amusement park rides, Tivoli garden 
has them all. 
• From symphonies to jazz to pop stars, the con-
cert plays host to all genres, though they are 
known most for their very own orchestra, churn-
ing out standards and classical pieces throughout 
the summer
• “When the people are amusing themselves, they 
do not think about politics” – Georg Carstensen
• As Georg Carstensen said in 1844, “Tivoli will 
never, so to speak, be finished,” a sentiment 
echoed just over a century later when Walt Dis-
ney
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mirror house
mlrp | 2011
copenhagen, denmark
• The architects transform an existing playground 
into a funhouse mirror.
• Instead of a typical closed gable façade, the 
mirrored gables creates a sympathetic transition 
between built and landscape reflecting the sur-
rounding park, playground and activity. 
• The roof and façade is clad with heat-modified 
sustainable wood.
• It’s a flexible space and restrooms as well as 
providing a space for kindergarten classes. 
• The structure has been converted into an inter-
active element.
• Keeping the theme of “fun house” and “trick 
mirrors” the façade becomes dynamic, inviting 
and unusual.
• The surfaces create a transition between the built 
and natural environment, as well as elongating 
them by reflecting the context.
• Curved planes are reveals to view outwards, 
which attract children to come and see/play with 
their distorted reflections.
• Curved planes are reveals to view outwards, 
which attract children to come and see/play with 
their distorted reflections.
mirror house
mlrp | 2011
copenhagen, denmark
• The architects transform an existing playground 
into a funhouse mirror.
• Instead of a typical closed gable façade, the 
mirrored gables creates a sympathetic transition 
between built and landscape reflecting the sur-
rounding park, playground and activity. 
• The roof and façade is clad with heat-modified 
sustainable wood.
• It’s a flexible space and restrooms as well as 
providing a space for kindergarten classes. 
• The structure has been converted into an inter-
active element.
• Keeping the theme of “fun house” and “trick 
mirrors” the façade becomes dynamic, inviting 
and unusual.
• The surfaces create a transition between the built 
and natural environment, as well as elongating 
them by reflecting the context.
• Curved planes are reveals to view outwards, 
which attract children to come and see/play with 
their distorted reflections.
• Curved planes are reveals to view outwards, 
which attract children to come and see/play with 
their distorted reflections.
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prinsessegade kindergarten
cobe + nord architects | 2014
copenhagen, denmark
• The Prinsessegade Kindergarten and Youth Club 
Winning Proposal by COBE + NORD Architects, 
in collaboration with PK3 and Grontmij, will be 
the largest daycare center in all of Denmark. It 
also presents a big challenge – how to avoid 
creating a daycare factory when building an in-
stitution for so many users. Their design is not 
just one huge building, but rather a cluster of 
many small and varied buildings, grouped around 
two central streets that connect to the surround-
ing city structure. Like Copenhagen, it has dif-
ferent neighborhoods, different houses, different 
public spaces, squares and parks. 
• The design also has a city hall, a fire station, 
a restaurant, a stadium, a factory and a golden 
ballcage on the roof. Most buildings consist of a 
general city mass, based on a rational, modular 
construction system, while the special buildings 
of the city stand out both in terms of function 
and architecture. The Kids’ City is planned from 
a careful analysis of the site’s existing land-
scape, in order to emphasize and preserve as 
many of the present qualities as possible. 
prinsessegade kindergarten
cobe + nord architects | 2014
copenhagen, denmark
• The Prinsessegade Kindergarten and Youth Club 
Winning Proposal by COBE + NORD Architects, 
in collaboration with PK3 and Grontmij, will be 
the largest daycare center in all of Denmark. It 
also presents a big challenge – how to avoid 
creating a daycare factory when building an in-
stitution for so many users. Their design is not 
just one huge building, but rather a cluster of 
many small and varied buildings, grouped around 
two central streets that connect to the surround-
ing city structure. Like Copenhagen, it has dif-
ferent neighborhoods, different houses, different 
public spaces, squares and parks. 
• The design also has a city hall, a fire station, 
a restaurant, a stadium, a factory and a golden 
ballcage on the roof. Most buildings consist of a 
general city mass, based on a rational, modular 
construction system, while the special buildings 
of the city stand out both in terms of function 
and architecture. The Kids’ City is planned from 
a careful analysis of the site’s existing land-
scape, in order to emphasize and preserve as 
many of the present qualities as possible. 
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forfatterhuset kindergarten
cobe architects | 2014
copenhagen, denmark
• Five small houses with a unique brick cladding 
and green roofs and roof gardens create the fra- 
mework for Copenhagen’s new kindergarten. The 
kindergarten opened its doors in July 2014 and 
is the result of a competition held in 2012 won 
by Danish architects COBE in collaboration with 
PK3 landscape architects and D.A.I. engineers.
• With this project, the architects wanted to create 
a world class day care center. A place that gives 
the best possible environment for our children to 
grow up in, and which promotes children’s learn-
ing and creativity. Located in a historic area of 
Copenhagen consisting mainly of nursing homes 
and senior housing, we have been very aware 
of ensuring a coherence between the historical 
area and the new build. 
• The kindergarten consists of five small houses 
in one to three floors - all with green roofs and 
roof gardens. From the outside the kindergarten 
appears as a village for children, but from the 
inside it is coherent and efficient. This helps to 
create a place that is small, compact and excit-
ing for children as well as functional and flexible 
in everyday life.
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children’s home of the future
cebra | 2014
copenhagen, denmark
• Danish architecture studio CEBRA has complet-
ed a pioneering project for a new type of 24-
hour care centre for marginalized children and 
teenagers in Kerteminde, Denmark. The tile and 
wood cladded building plays with familiar ele-
ments and shapes to create a homely environ-
ment in a modern building that focuses on the 
residents’ special needs. The Children’s Home of 
the Future combines the traditional home’s safe 
environment with new pedagogical ideas and 
conceptions of what a modern children’s home 
is and which needs it should fulfill.
• The vision for the new institution is to establish a 
care centre that encourages social relations and 
a sense of community while at the same time 
accommodating the children’s individual needs – 
a place that they are proud to call their home 
and prepares them for their future path in life in 
the best possible way. The physical surroundings 
reflect a practice-oriented pedagogic approach so 
that the architecture actively supports the staff’s 
daily work with children, who struggle with be-
havioural, social and mental health problems.
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safe haven orphanage + library
tyin tegnestue | 2009
ban tha song yang, burma
• The most immediate needs at the orphanage was 
a library and a new sanitary building/ bathhouse.
• The concrete base of the library is cast on a 
bed of large rocks gathered on-site. Walls made 
of plastered concrete blocks cools the building 
during the day, while the open bamboo facade 
gives a good ventilation. Iron wood makes up 
the solid frame construction and serves as com-
fortable floor for the children to play on. 
• The bookshelves run along the concrete walls in 
their full height, and the floor is left unfurnished 
to give room for different activities. The entrance, 
creates a comfortable buffer between the out-
doors and indoors and divides the ground floor 
into a small computer area on one side and a 
larger library room on the other.
• The most important thing to Tasanee is that 
her children are provided food and education. In 
the library the children at Safe Haven Orphan-
age now have a space to do homework, use a 
computer with internet and read books written 
in different languages. The new building has 
also attained the important role of a gathering 
space and is frequently used for play, games 
and crafts.
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falatow jigiyaso orphanage
f8 architecture | 2012
bamako, mali
• The orphanage offers housings for children and 
staff, a small medical centre, administration of-
fices, toilet and shower blocks, a kitchen and a 
dining hall. Classrooms & terraces are located 
on the first floor for children’s activities. The 
blocks are arranged around a central yard in the 
fashion of traditional Malian and West-African 
architecture. 
• The reduction of solar heat gain: An additional 
roof is placed above the blocks. Those roofs 
that go over the blocks’ edges protect the rooms 
from direct solar gain. The extra roofs protect 
the terraces located on the first floor and used 
for children activities.
• To improve the thermal mass of the walls: All the 
walls are made of “H”-shape concrete blocks. 
Then, the hollow centres of the blocks are filled 
with Banco: a recipe of mud and grain husks. 
Banco is easily found in Mali and is well-known 
for its strong thermal properties. Finally, gabion 
cladding is used on the most exposed façades.
• Natural Ventilation: On the scale of the whole 
orphanage, the layout of the blocks tends to 
improve air circulation. 
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• Aldo Van Eyck’s design focused on a balance of 
forces to create both a home and small city on 
the outskirts of Amsterdam 
• Van Eyck criticized early post-war architecture 
as lacking a human element. In the Amster-
dam Orphanage he sought to design a modern 
building with a new urban vision from those of 
his CIAM predecessors. (Congrès internationaux 
d’architecture moderne) 
• It was commissioned as an orphanage for chil-
dren of all ages and includes sleeping quarters, 
a kitchen, laundry room, gymnasium, library, and 
administrative spaces. Van Eyck spoke of the 
Orphanage as a small urban study.
• Therefore van Eyck’s designs for the Orphanage 
were those of both a home for the children, as 
well as the plan of a small city. He created a 
decentralized urban node with many points of 
interaction within the plan. Van Eyck was inter-
ested in a nonhierarchical development of cities 
and in the Amsterdam Orphanage he created 
a building with many in-between conditions to 
break down the hierarchy of spaces.
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